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Abstract— Grasp quality measures are important for un-
derstanding how to plan for and maintain appropriate and
secure grasps for pick and place operations and tool use. Most
grasp quality measures assume certain symmetries about the
mechanism or the task. For example, contact points may be
considered to be independent and identical, or an ellipsoidal
measure such as the force manipulability ellipsoid may be
used. However, many tasks have strong asymmetries, where
wrenches in certain directions dominate. Tendon driven hand
designs may also have strong asymmetries, leading to differing
abilities to apply contact forces in different directions. This
paper begins to explore empirically the validity of some of
the symmetry assumptions employed by common grasp quality
metrics. We examine the human hand and the Shadow Robot
Hand, and find that force abilities vary with finger choice and
with location of the contact on the finger for both hands.
However, while the human hand shows dramatic changes for
different poses due to its asymmetric design, the Shadow hand,
with a symmetric design shows much smaller changes and
resembles the assumption of identical and independent contact
points reasonably well. Thus, we suggest that the underlying
design of the hand is a very important factor to consider for
grasp quality metrics and for grasp planning and control. The
specific grasp quality metric we study in this paper also brings
together a variety of previous research. We outline a linear
programming approach for computing a grasp quality metric
that includes tendon force constraints and contact constraints
and can handle any task described as a polytope in wrench
space.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Dextrous multifingered robot hands are appealing because
of their extreme flexibility. For humanoid robots, they are
appealing because of their physical resemblance to human
hands. In order to plan grasps for such hands, however, we
must have some means of measuring the quality of the results
and this quality metric should in many cases account for
asymmetries in the task, pose, and hand design. This paper
considers a grasp quality measure that takes into account the
kinematics and force transmission mechanisms of the hand
and allows tasks to be expressed as polytopes of wrenches that
must be applied to the object. Empirical results on a human
hand model and the Shadow hand show that the hand design
and the hand pose should be considered when measuring
grasp quality as the ability of the hand to transmit forces
to an object.

There has been a great deal of research on developing
grasp quality measures based on force and/or stiffness for
grasps. Most of this research focuses on selecting good
points of contact on the object surface, which is a necessary
condition for achieving a good grasp. Many authors make
use of an abstract contact model (e.g., [1]–[15]). However,
these algorithms typically treat all contact points equally,
which may not be an accurate reflection of the mechanical
constraints of the hand.

Quality metrics that include hand mechanical constraints,
(e.g., joint torque constraints) have also been well studied
(e.g., [16], [17], and [18]). However, ellipsoidal metrics,
such as force manipulability ellipsoids and ellipsoidal wrench
space quality measures are most commonly considered in this
research.

To capture a broader range of task asymmetries, Zhu, Ding,
and Li [11], Zhu and Wang [12], and Pollard [13] consider
tasks as convex polytope in wrench space. To date, this
work has focused on contact points that are identical and
independent.

Computation of quality metrics where the task is described
as a polytope in wrench space often includes as an inner loop
a computation to maximize the wrench applied to the object
in a given direction (e.g. [11], [12], and [13]). As a result, to
extend these quality metrics to accommodate joint torque con-
straints, we can draw on the vast body of research on wrench
optimization. The following research is of particular relevance
to this paper: Kerr and Roth [19] reduce the selection of
internal grasp forces to a linear programming problem which
considers friction and joint torque limit constraints and define
the difficulty of the grasp as the minimum distance from the
constraints: the larger the minimum distance, the easier the
grasp. Melchiorri [18] explores all the nullspaces involved in
the analysis of the force systems acting in static conditions
for multiple whole-limb manipulation devices. Han, Trinkle,
and Li [20] build on Buss, Hashimoto, and Moore [21] to
transform the nonlinear friction cone constraints into positive
definite constraints imposed on certain symmetric matrices
and formulate force optimization with joint torque constraints
as a linear matrix inequality problem.

Tendon driven systems have been considered by a number
of researchers for the possibility of achieving humanlike hand



anatomy and function (e.g., [22]–[26]). For tendon driven
hands, it is important to also consider constraints on tendon
forces, or muscle activation levels. A number of researchers
have explored quality metrics and force capabilities while
considering tendon tension constraints. For example, Kurtz
and Hayward [27] derive a condition number for a pose of
a system with a minimum number of tendons, and Bicchi
and Prattichizzo [28] formulate a solution to the problem
of identifying tendon tensions to balance an external wrench
using stiffness models for the tendons, joints, and contacts.

Force optimization with hand kinematic constraints has
also been considered in the area of parallel manipulators
(e.g., Nokleby et al. [29]). We can measure quality of a
pose using techniques for analysis of parallel manipulators
(e.g., measures based on stiffness, mobility, or power transfer
functions) as in Woglewede and Ebert-Uphoff [30], although
these measures do not handle well directional constraints such
as friction cone constraints in a grasp.

Other work that considers quality measures for high degree
of freedom mechanisms includes Chinellato et al. [31], who
present twelve quality measures for three fingered grasps of
polygons and consider fingertip positioning specifically for
the Barrett hand; and Zeghloul, Blanchard and Pamanes [32],
who determine manipulator placement for any given task by
minimizing trajectory travel time, maximizing the distance of
the hand configuration from the joint limits and maximizing
performance criteria, such as manipulability under specified
task conditions.

In this paper, we bring together a variety of this previ-
ous research to describe a linear programming approach for
computing a grasp quality metric that includes tendon force
constraints and contact constraints and can handle any task
described as a polytope in wrench space. Using this approach
we begin to explore empirically the validity of some of the
symmetry assumptions employed by common grasp quality
metrics. We examine the human hand and the Shadow Robot
Hand, and find that force abilities vary with finger choice
and with location of the contact on the finger for both hands.
However, while the human hand shows dramatic changes for
different poses due to its asymmetric design, the Shadow
hand, with a symmetric design, shows much smaller changes
and resembles the assumption of identical and independent
contact points reasonably well for the grasps that we tested.

II. COMPUTING THE GRASP QUALITY MEASURE

A. Grasp quality metric

The family of grasp quality metrics considered in this
paper is motivated by a desire to capture asymmetries in the
task, the grasp, and the mechanism for force based tasks.
We also would like a fast solution suitable for use in an
optimization loop, for example, and so we formulate grasp
quality measurement as a linear programming problem. To
make the problem linear, we linearize the contact constraints,
and we also assume that the mechanism can actively apply
the desired task wrenches. Section IV discusses extensions to

lift these restrictions.
Many force-based grasp quality measures are based on

minimizing contact forces required to complete a task (e.g.
[10], [11], [12], [13], and [15]). A force-based task can be
represented generally as a set of wrenches that must be exerted
on the object. We represent a task as the set of wrenches
ti, i=1,...,t whose convex hull bounds the space of wrenches
required for the task as in [12] [13]. We then consider the
following grasp quality metric:

Q = min
i

‖wi,max‖
‖ti‖

, i = 1, ..., t (1)

where wi,max is the maximal wrench that can be applied to
the object in the direction i. By representing the desired space
of task forces as a polytope in wrench space, we reduce the
grasp quality computation to one of repeatedly finding the
maximal wrench that can be applied by the hand to the object
in a given direction.

B. Geometry of the applied wrench computation

This section gives a geometric description of the problem
of computing the wrenches that can be applied to a grasped
object by a tendon driven system. It is this space of wrenches
that we want to match to task requirements to compute a
grasp quality metric. Because a geometric approach using the
pseudoinverse has been used for similar problems (e.g., [33]
and [34]), we begin with a description of the problem geom-
etry and describe the difficulty with applying this geometric
approach for a high DOF system.

With a tendon driven hand, wrenches that are actively
applied to the grasped object are generated by positive forces
exerted along the tendons. Each tendon will have a range of
forces it can apply 0 ≤ γj ≤ γj,max. This range of forces
is normalized by referring to the tendon’s activation level
0 ≤ aj ≤ 1. When tendon j has an activation level of 1, it
applies a force γj,max along the line of action of the tendon.

The set of all possible tendon activations, then, is a unit
hypercube A in the space of activation levels, with vertices ai

formed from all combinations of maximum and zero activa-
tion at the various tendons (e.g., see [33]). Geometrically, this
space can be projected into a space of wrenches that can be
actively applied to the grasped object by taking the following
sequence of steps.

First, map each vertex ai in A to joint torque τ ′
i :

τ ′
i = Mai, (2)

where matrix M is a linear mapping from tendon activation
levels to joint torques, which contains the tendon moment
arm and the maximum muscle force information. The space
T ′ bounded by the convex hull of the τ ′

i is the space of joint
torques that can be actively applied by the manipulator.

For a static grasp, some combinations of joint torques are
not desirable, because they do not produce contact forces, but
instead result in self-motion of the fingers. To eliminate these
joint torques, T

′
must be intersected with the column space



of JT , where J is the Jacobian mapping forces at the contact
points to the torques at the joints:

T = T
′ ⋂

Range(JT ) (3)

Now contact forces are computed from the space of available
joint torques that can produce a static grasp. If torques τi

bound the space T, then we have:

f
′

i = J+T τi, (4)

where J+T is the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian transpose.
Mathematically there is also a homogeneous term in the right
hand side of the equation, which represents the preloading
forces, or forces that correspond to zero joint torques. This
factor complicates the analysis, as preloading forces are
generally not known and cannot be actively controlled [28].
It is not a factor in our experiments, however, because in
practical grasps with a fully actuated arm and hand, there
will not be contact forces that produce no torque about any
joint and thus JT will not have a nullspace. 1

If the space F
′

is bounded by the convex hull of contact
forces f

′

i , it must next be intersected with the space of forces
allowed with our contact model:

F = F
′ ⋂

ContactModelConstraints. (5)

Finally, the space of available forces can be mapped to the
space of wrenches that can be actively applied to the object.
If we linearize the contact constraints, fi can be found as
bounding points of F, and the space of external wrenches W
is bounded by wi:

wi = Gfi (6)

where G is the grasp matrix.
The geometric computation outlined here can be very

time consuming due to the subspace intersections that are
required as part of the process. For example, when computing
allowable thumb joint torques, the intersection in Equation 3
requires us to find the intersection of a convex hull in 5D
(torques for the thumb) with a 3D volume of joint torques
that can be produced by contact forces at the tip of the
thumb. However, the geometric approach has in fact been used
in previous research to study human grasps. For example,
Valero-Cuevas et al. [33] present a linear model that maps
muscle activation levels to contact forces for a human hand.
They inflate the Jacobian matrix to a square matrix and the
specific poses they studied guarantee that the Jacobian has
full rank. In this case the intersection with Range(JT ) can
be avoided. Also, they only compute the maximum force
capabilities of a single finger and do not include the contact
friction constraints in their system.

For a general solution, it is much faster to take advantage
of having a linear task description available, and compute
the grasp quality metric in Equation 1 by solving a set of
linear programming problems to compute each of the wi,max

in Equation 1.

1Note that in circumstances where JT has no nullspace, the space of
contact forces that can be exerted on the object remains convex [35].

C. Optimization Problem

Although computing the entire space of applied wrenches
can be time consuming for high DOF systems, maximizing
the magnitude of an applied wrench in a given direction is
efficiently solved as a linear optimization problem. Here we
optimize the magnitude of the applied wrench in the given
direction:

max(α), (7)

where

wi = αsi (8)

with si = ti

‖ti‖ .
Then we specify the following equality constraints:(

− si G 0
0 JT −M

)  α
f
a

 = 0 (9)

The first row ensures that the applied wrench is in the desired
direction. The second row ensures zero acceleration at the fin-
ger joints by equating torques produced by tendon activation
to those required to generate the contact forces. Note that this
equation is very similar to that in [18], extending that work
to include tendon activation levels. Nullspaces of the problem
can be analyzed in a fashion similar to that outlined in [18].

To take the friction between the finger and the object at
the contact points into account to ensure that the object does
not slip, we first approximate the Coulomb friction cone
with a friction pyramid to keep the system linear. Let the
normals of friction pyramid halfplanes of contact j be njk,
where k=1,2,...,m and m is the number of the halfplanes in
the friction pyramid, we have:

njk · fj < 0. (10)

To compute the grasp quality metric in Equation 1, we
perform the optimization problem defined in Equation 7, 9,
and 10 for i=1, ..., t, setting ‖ wi,max ‖= α at the end of
each optimization step, and take the minimum ‖wi,max‖

‖ti‖ as
our quality metric.

III. RESULTS

A. Force Capabilities

To show that hand anatomy is a factor that should be
taken into account for force production, we studied four
poses with the hand holding a bottle, both on a human hand
model (Appendix I) and a Shadow robot hand (Appendix II),
computing the forces that can be generated by each pose for
task vectors along the coordinate axes. We compare these
results to a model that assumes contact points are identical
and independent, and we begin by describing this model.



1) Contact points only: We can easily compute the maxi-
mum force that can be applied on the object in each direction
when we do not consider the hand anatomy and the difference
in finger abilities at all. Results for different hand poses are
the same, because the contact points are at the same positions.
For the two contact points (point ‘a’ and point ‘b’) as shown in
Figure 1 (d), with a friction coefficient of µ and a maximum
normal force limit of N, the maximum forces that can be
applied are N, N, 2µN, 2µN, 2µN, and 2µN in the x, -x, y, -y,
z, and -z directions, respectively. The extreme forces in the
directions perpendicular to the normals are equal and depend
on the maximum normal force and the coefficient of friction.

2) Human hand example: Figure 1 and 2 show four human
hand poses of a hand grasping a bottle. This set of poses
involves two contact points. In all the poses, the contact
points on the bottle are the same, which are across the bottle’s
diameter. For Pose A, the contact points on the hand are the
distal pad of the thumb and the middle pad of the index finger.
The contact points of Pose B are the distal pad of the thumb
and the middle pad of the middle finger. For Pose C, they
are the distal pad of the thumb and the proximal pad of the
middle finger. For Pose D, the contact points on the hand are
the middle side of the index finger and the distal side of the
middle finger.
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(d) Bottle Position

Fig. 1. Home position of the bottle and the hand poses A-C. The contact
points on the hand are: Pose A. Distal pad of the thumb and middle pad
of the index finger; Pose B. Distal pad of the thumb and middle pad of the
middle finger; Pose C. Distal pad of the thumb and proximal pad of the
middle finger.

The hand poses are captured using a Vicon optical motion
capture system and then transformed to a home position of
the object, where the y-axis points upward along the body
of the object, the z-axis points toward the hand and the x-
axis points away from the thumb. (see Figure 1 and Figure 2)

Pose D

Middle finger
Index finger

xx
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z

Y Y
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Fig. 2. Hand pose D. Contact points on the hand are: Middle side of the
index finger and distal side of the middle finger. (a) and (b) are the front
view of the pose with the index finger and the middle finger shown separately.
Shaded areas are at the back;
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Fig. 3. Comparison of a human hand’s extreme forces in the x, -x, y, -y,
z, and -z directions of the four poses grasping a bottle and the result of the
abstract contact model, when the friction coefficient equals 0.8.

To enable clearer comparison, we align the pose to the axes
by removing the twist of the fingers so that in poses A-C,
forces in the ±x direction would be controlled mainly by the
flexors and the extensors, and those on the ±y axes would be
controlled by the adductors and the abductors, while in pose
D, forces in the ±x direction would be controlled mainly by
the adductors and the abductors, and those on ±y would be
controlled by the flexors and the extensors. We also use the
same pose for the thumbs in poses A-C, so that we could
compare the poses by looking at only the differences in the
other finger.

Maximum achievable forces in the ±x,±y, and±z direction
were computed by running the optimization problem de-
scribed in Equation 7, 9, and 10. Figure 3 shows a comparison
of these extreme forces that the set of different poses can
generate. We also plot the result of the contact only model in
the same graph. To make the force ability comparable to the
human hand, we use the same µ=0.8 and estimate N=13.94
by minimizing the sum of the squared difference between the
abstract contact model result and the human hand result.

Note that since the thumb, which is placed on contact point
a, is in the same pose in the poses A-C, it is the pose of the
finger placed on contact point b that makes the difference.

Overall, Pose B can produce larger forces than Pose A,
because of the stronger tendon of the middle finger. Pose C
has a better performance than Pose B, which results from
the fact that the object (contact point) is brought closer to
the hand (from the middle finger pad to the proximal finger
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the extreme forces in x, -x, y, -y, z, and -z directions
of pose A with various twisting angles of the thumb. From 0 degrees to 90
degrees is a process of turning the thumb from facing the x direction as the
original pose in Pose A, to facing the -y direction as the end position.

pad), which decreases the moment arm from the contact point
to the MCP joint, for example (Figure 1 and 10). Pose D
has the weakest performance among the four. For the forces
on the x-axis, fingers’ adductors/abductors that produce those
forces in Pose D are much weaker than the flexors/extensors,
which produce the forces on the x-axis in the poses A-C. With
smaller x-forces available and the friction cone constraints,
the forces on the y-axis are very limited.

In addition to the difference in poses, asymmetries can
be seen in opposing directions. The largest difference is for
poses A-C in the ± y direction. The forces in the y direction
are much smaller than those in the -y direction, possibly
caused by the equilibrium constraints and the coupling of the
flexors/extensors and the adductors/abductors. For example, a
tendon can flex or extend a joint and at the same time, adduct
or abduct that joint. We can see from Figure 3 that the model
of identical and independent contacts is not a good match to
the actual capabilities of the human hand.

One important feature about the human hand is that twisting
a finger’s position can change the extreme force in each
direction greatly, because of the strength differences in the
fingers’ tendons. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the extreme
forces of pose A with different twisting angles of the thumb
from 0 to 90 degrees. The small thumbnails illustrate the pose
of the thumb at twist angle 0 and twist angle 90.

The extreme force in the -x direction does not change, as
it is only affected by the index finger. The most significant
change is the drop in the force ability in the x direction. This is
caused by the fact that the flexors (effective in the x direction
at twist angle 0, i.e. the original Pose A.) are much stronger
than the adductors (effective in the x direction at twist angle
90.) This leads to the drop in the maximum possible forces
in the other directions as the limit in the x direction, together
with the friction constraints, imposes a constraint in the other
directions.

3) Shadow hand example:
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Thumb

Thumb
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Fig. 5. Pose A-C for Shadow hand. Contact points are: Pose A. Distal pad
of the thumb and distal pad of the index finger; Pose B. Distal pad of the
thumb and middle pad of the index finger; Pose C. Distal pad of the thumb
and proximal pad of the index finger.

Since the mechanical design of the index finger and the
middle finger is the same for the Shadow hand (See
Appendix II), we use the index finger for poses A-C instead
of the middle finger (see Figure 5). The thumb poses are
all the same for Pose A-C. Pose D remains the same as the
human hand experiment. Figure 6 shows a comparison of
the extreme forces that the Shadow hand can generate in
the +x, -x, +y, -y, +z, and -z directions and we include the
contact only model with µ=0.8 and maximum normal force
N=12.42.

The result on Shadow hand has a similar pattern to the
model where the contact points are considered to be identical
and independent. The reason is that each of the Shadow
hand’s degrees of freedom is controlled by a pair of tendons,
which has equal torque ability. The symmetries in design
lead to the symmetric force performance on the +y/-y and the
+z/-z directions. The only asymmetry appears in the +x/-x
direction, where the finger is more powerful than the thumb,
which is caused by the stronger torque ability of the MCP
flexion on the finger than the thumb. Pose D is different
from the other poses, because it uses different fingers and a
different pose.

As in the human hand example, we rotate the thumb of
the Shadow hand from zero to 90 degrees and compare
the results (Figure 7). We use Pose B of the Shadow hand
experiment, which corresponds to the Pose A of the human
hand experiment. The change of the force capabilities is not
as dramatic as the human hand. The maximum force in the
x direction increases and reaches a maximum at 45 degrees.
One reason is that all the joints are effective and more
tendons are activated: 5 tendons activated at 45 degrees and
3 activated at 90 degrees and 2 activated at 0 degrees. At 90
degrees, there is one more tendon activated than at 0 degrees
and the joint torques are larger, but the moment arms from
the contact point to the effective joints are also larger, which
leads to a similar force ability at those two poses.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of a Shadow hand’s extreme forces in the x, -x, y, -y,
z, and -z directions of the four poses grasping a bottle and the result of the
abstract contact model, when the friction coefficient equals 0.8.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the extreme forces in the x, -x, y, -y, z, and -
z directions of Pose B with various twisting angles of the thumb. From 0
degrees to 90 degrees is a process of turning the thumb from facing the x
direction as the original pose in Pose A, to facing the -y direction as the end
position.

B. Example of the usage of the quality metric

Using the quality metric defined in Equation 1, we can select
good grasps from different grasp candidates.

1) User defined task requirement: To compute the quality
metric as defined in Equation 1, we define two tasks as the
following:

a. Statically supporting the object’s weight with abilities
to counteract small disturbances in other directions;

b. Pushing the object downward with abilities to counteract
small disturbances in other directions.

The task requirements can be described as shown in
Figure 8.

2) Grasp quality metric for the four poses: Table I lists
the grasp quality metric computed by Equation 1 for poses
A-D and the abstract contact model for the human and
shadow hand. For the human hand, pose D is of the worst
quality due to the weak force ability in the +y direction,
while for the Shadow hand, pose D is the best because of its
stronger force ability.

3) More complex grasps candidates: We have used this
quality metric to select from among more complex grasps.

ty=(0,10,0,0,0,0)

tz=(0,0,2,0,0,0)

t-x=(-2,0,0,0,0,0)

tx=(2,0,0,0,0,0)

t-z=(0,0,-2,0,0,0)
t-x=(-2,0,0,0,0,0)

t-z=(0,0,-2,0,0,0)

tx=(2,0,0,0,0,0)tz=(0,0,2,0,0,0)
t-y=(0,-10,0,0,0,0)

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Task requirements.

Pose A Pose B Pose C Pose D Abstract Contact
Human(a) 0.542 0.544 0.556 0.012 2.23

Shadow(a) 1.656 1.656 1.656 2.387 1.987
Human(b) 1.618 2.698 3.257 0.275 2.23

Shadow(b) 1.656 1.656 1.656 2.289 1.987

TABLE I
GRASP QUALITY METRIC BASED ON TASK REQUIREMENT (A) AND (B)

FOR THE FOUR POSES AND THE ABSTRACT CONTACT MODEL FOR HUMAN

AND SHADOW HAND GRASPS.

Figure 9 shows four candidates of the hand grasping a
spraybottle. The quality metrics using task requirement (a)
for these three grasps are 1.55, 24.3, and 13.2. The reason
for the poor performance of the first candidate is that the
first grasp is missing thumb contacts. Although with some
contacts on the palm opposing the other fingers, the grasp
is still balanced, it is weak and vulnerable to disturbances.
The other two candidates both have thumb contacts and have
higher quality metrics. Note that the second grasp has a larger
metric, although the last two grasps have very similar contact
points. The reason is that the fingers and the wrist have much
stronger flexors. Grasps with the palm facing upward usually
have better performance, since the forces in the y-direction are
generated by the stronger flexors. Of course, other constraints
such as arm comfort may make the third grasp an overall
better choice in many circumstances.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we propose a linear programming problem
to compute a grasp quality metric that takes into account
the hand mechanical design and contact constraints for any
task described as a polytope in wrench space. We linearize

Fig. 9. Three phone grasp candidates for the spraybottle. The metrics are
different because of the different contact points and hand orientation.



the contact constraints and assume that the mechanism can
actively apply the desired task wrenches.

To avoid the linear contact constraints assumption, we can
set up the problem with linear matrix inequalities as in [20]
with some care taken to respect activation level constraints.

Our assumption that the mechanism can always apply the
desired task wrenches on the object is typically true when
grasping an object subject to external disturbances. However,
in other circumstances, such as analyzing net forces that
can be actively applied to an object in contact with the
environment, a more complex model such as that in Bicchi
and Prattichizzo [28], that takes into account stiffness at the
contacts would be necessary. Their approach could be adapted
to maximize wrench force in a given direction and would be a
more general solution than ours, but the technique presented
in this paper is a much simpler solution that can be used when
tendon and contact stiffness are not of primary importance.

The empirical results in this paper show that force abilities
vary with finger choice and with location of the contact on
the finger for both the human hand and the Shadow hand.
However, while the human hand shows dramatic changes for
different poses due to its asymmetric design, the Shadow
hand, with a symmetric design, shows much smaller changes
and resembles reasonably well the pattern shown in the results
of the identical and independent contact points model. One
thing we want to point out is that the test grasps we use
are set up to be very symmetrical for a close match to the
symmetric contact model assumption. With more complicated
grasps, such as those shown in Figure 9, which use all of the
fingers of the hand and the palm, have multiple contacts on
each finger, and have asymmetric contact normals, we would
expect to see larger changes in force capabilities for different
poses for the Shadow hand.

The highly asymmetric force abilities shown in the human
hand may partly explain why people use specific grasps for
different tasks. One question that arises from the differences in
the human hand and the Shadow robot hand results is whether
there any advantage of the asymmetric force capabilities of
the human hand in certain grasping or manipulation strategies.

Future work can use this framework to study this question,
as well as to investigate whether people grasp objects in
an optimal manner, for example, extending schemes such as
that in Baud-Bovy et al. [36] to include a more accurate
model of constraints on muscle forces. Another way this
work can be extended is to synthesize optimal grasps when
the task requirement is given and the optimal contact points
on an object are computed by anatomically-based quality
measures. One thing we would expect with the human hand
model, for example, is a tendency to orient the fingers so
that the powerful flexors can be used to apply the largest
force required for a given task. Perhaps knowledge of this
phenomenon could also help speed up the grasp planning
process.

IP Flexion

MCP Abduction

DIP Flexion
PIP Flexion MCP Flexion

MP Flexion CMC Flexion

MP 
Abduction

CMC 
AbductionB. Thumb

A. Finger

Fig. 10. A. Finger model; B. Thumb model.
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VI. APPENDIX:HAND MODELS

A. Human Hand Model

There are several hand models proposed in biomechan-
ics ( [33], [37], and [38]). Our hand model is based
on work by Valero-Cuevas et al. [33] [37] and has the
following configuration (see Figure 10): The fingers have
four DOF, which are three DOF of flexion/extension at the
metacarpophalangeal (MCP), the proximal interphalangeal
(PIP) and the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints and one
DOF of adduction/abduction at the MCP joint. The thumb has
three DOF of flexion/extension at the carpometacarpal(CMC),
MCP and thumb interphalangeal (IP) joint and two DOF of
adduction/abduction at the CMC and MCP joints. The thumb
has 8 tendons, the index finger has 7, and the middle finger has
6 tendons. See [39] for tendon moment arms and maximum
force data, which are collected from [40], [41], [42], [43].
We have verified our model by comparing maximum force
capabilities to results from experiments with human subjects
(see [39] for details.)

B. Shadow Hand Model

The Shadow hand model has a 2N tendon-driven design.
Every tendon pair controls one degree-of-freedom, except the
middle and the distal joints of the fingers, which are coupled
and controlled by one pair of tendons. We thus treat the fingers
as having three DOF, with one DOF of adduction/abduction
at the proximal joint, one DOF of flexion/extension at the
proximal joint and one DOF of flexion/extension at the middle
joint. The distal link and the middle link are considered as a
rigid body with a small angle at the distal joint. The thumb has
five DOF, which are two DOF of flexion/extension at the distal
and the middle joint, two DOF of adduction/abduction at the



middle and the proximal joint, and one DOF of rotation at the
proximal joint (see [26]). See [39] for the link parameters and
the maximum available joint torque data, which were obtained
from [26].
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